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Abstract— Tourists usually do an online search of tourist destinations before determining their destinations. The Internet provides media to share information and experiences on tourism through electronic communication channels, such as social media, travel blogs and tourist review sites. The tourism sector has a strong influence from social media in the decision-making process and has big potential for promotions. However, it is difficult to filter the vast amount of information on the Internet. It takes a lot of time to be able to read all the reviews that are on the Internet, but reading only few reviews lead to biased evaluation. Therefore, we proposed an application that can perform sentiment analysis on travel destination reviews, especially in Indonesia.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Based on a survey conducted by the Association of Indonesian Internet Network Providers (APJII) in 2016, as many as 132 million Indonesians from a total of 256 million Indonesians are now connected to the Internet. This number increased almost 51% of the survey conducted in 2014 which amounted to 88 million Internet users in Indonesia [1]. The Internet provides media to share information and experiences on travelers via electronic communication channels, such as social media and tourist review sites.

Sharing information is one among many things that can be done through the Internet. Before making a purchase, someone is likely wanting to know whether the product to buy is good or not. This can be known through reviews of people who have purchased the product before. In promotion, this is called word of mouth, or word of mouth promotion. Through the Internet, this word of mouth becomes more common. Many websites review a product, as well as an online shopping site that provides product review features to guide buyers.

In addition to product purchases, reviews also apply to specify a person’s travel destination. Tourists usually do an online search of tourist destinations before determining tourist destinations. The widespread use of the Internet today, has led to a growing number of travel blogs providing travel-related information [2]. Social media also plays an important role in the selection of tourist destinations. The tourism sector has a strong influence from social media in the decision-making process and the potential for large promotions. Dina & Sabou [3] observed that young people now prefer a source from the Internet (travel blogs, travel forums & tourist review sites) to determine tourist destinations as compared to suggestions from friends. In addition to websites, social media such as Instagram also plays a role in the process of determining new tourist destinations.

However, it is difficult to filter the vast amount of information on the Internet. It takes a lot of time to be able to read all the reviews that are on the Internet, but if the reviews are read only a little then the evaluation will be biased. Therefore, we proposed an application that can perform sentiment analysis on travel destination reviews, especially in Indonesia. Sentiment is used to automatically group user reviews into positive or negative opinions.

II. RELATED WORK

Sentiment analysis played a great role in the area of researches done by many; there are many methods to carry out sentiment analysis. Still many researches are going on to find out better alternatives due to its importance in this scenario. There have been some previous studies to analyze sentiments such as Ye's [4] research which compares three classification methods of Naïve Bayes, SVM, N-gram. This research result is that SVM and N-grams are superior than Naïve Bayes in classify the sentiment. Later research by Tan [5] on five methods of learning that is centroid classifier, K-nearest neighbor, winnow classifier, Naïve Bayes and SVM show that SVM has the most superior performance.

Another research by Chandani, et al. [6] compare three classification methods of Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and Artificial Neural Network found out that SVM was the best performing method among the three. Lidya, et al [7] perform sentiment analysis in Bahasa using SVM and K-NN and found that SVM is more accurate but processed in longer time than KNN method.

Other research in sentiment analysis by Bhadane [8] focuses on the various methods used for classifying a text given and put the opinions expressed in it into negative or positive sentiment. They implemented a set of techniques for aspect classification...
and polarity identification of product review using machine learning (SVM) combined with domain specific lexicons. Their results indicate that the proposed techniques have achieved about 78% accuracy and are very promising in performing the tasks.

Bala hur [9] in her research present a method to classify the tweets sentiment by extracting tweet features. She utilize a pre-processing stage to normalize the language and generalize the vocabulary used to express sentiment. With that approach, the system can obtain good result even tough using minimal linguistic processing. The use of such generalized features significantly improves the results of the sentiment classification, when compared to the best performing approaches that do not use affect dictionaries.

In this study authors will use SVM classification method to perform sentiment analysis with the topic of tourist destinations in Indonesia.

III. WORKING PROCEDURES

In this paper, the sentiment analysis of travel destination in Indonesia is obtained through several processes. The analysis sentiment process is shown in Fig. 1.

First, we collect the dataset from ten Indonesia travel destination review in Bahasa from TripAdvisor. Next, we do manual labeling to classify text into positive and negative sentiment. This label will be used as train data in SVM.

The next step is text preprocessing. Text preprocessing is the process of preparing the initial text data and change it into basic text form and eliminating the noise. This stage aims to obtain more optimal calculation results. The steps taken in preprocessing text in this research are the convert emoticon, cleansing and case folding.

Following is feature extraction which is stemming, convert negation, stop word removal, and tokenizing. We then do term weighting. The term weighting method used in this study is using Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method. Term weighting is assigning value to each term derived from the training data. The scoring aims to find out how important a term in representing a sentence. The determination of term score in the TF-IDF method is based on the frequency of terms occurrence in a document.

The TF-IDF value of the term can be found using the following equation:

\[ Wi = TF(ωi, d) \times IDF(ωi) \]  

where \( Wi \) is the weight of word \( ωi \) in document \( d \in D \), \( TF(ωi, d) \) is the term frequency, or the number of \( ωi \) in \( d \), and

\[ IDF(ωi) = \log \left( \frac{|D|}{DF(ωi)} \right) \]  

where \( IDF \) is the inverse document frequency and \( DF(ωi) \) represents the appearance of \( ωi \) in \( D \). The largest value of \( IDF(ωi) \) occurs when \( ωi \) appears only in one document and its effect is particularly substantial.

We use Support Vector Machine (SVM) in this research to analyze the dataset provided. In this research, we divide the data into two classes: positive sentiment class and negative sentiment class. Every data included in the positive sentiment class have the label "1" while the negative sentiment class has the label "-1".

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The system has gathered review in Indonesian language from ten travel destination in Indonesia as a training data. This program use PHP and utilized LibSVM library by Ian Barber. LibSVM is a library that supports SVM functions such as training and classification. The input data format for SVM processing is an array.

The index page where user can select the destination is shown in Fig 2.
After user select the destination area in Indonesia and click enter, user will be shown selected review from TripAdvisor that have been collected before about the destination chosen. Fig. 3. indicate the training data with manual labeling and Fig. 4 show the classification result using SVM.

We used sample of 30 reviews which is then tested manually for accuracy, recall, and precision.

A. Accuracy

Accuracy is the overall correctness of the model and is calculated as the sum of true positive and true negative divided by the total number of classifications.

\[
\text{Accuracy of system } = \frac{(12+5)}{20} \times 100\% = 85\% \\
\text{Misprediction Rate } = \frac{(3+0)}{20} \times 100\% = 15\%
\]

B. Recall

Recall measures the completeness, or sensitivity, of a classifier. Higher recall means less false negatives, while lower recall means more false negatives. Improving recall can often decrease precision because it gets increasingly harder to be precise as the sample space increases.

\[
\text{Recall (Positive) } = \frac{(12/12)}{100} \% = 100\% \\
\text{Recall (Negative) } = \frac{(5/8)}{100} \% = 62.5\%
\]

C. Precision

Precision measures the exactness of a classifier. A higher precision means less false positives, while a lower precision means more false positives. This is often at odds with recall, as an easy way to improve precision is to decrease recall.

\[
\text{Precision (Positive) } = \frac{(12/15)}{100} \% = 80\% \\
\text{Precision (Negative) } = \frac{(5/5)}{100} \% = 100\%
\]

V. Conclusion

We preprocess the text obtained from TripAdvisor review in Indonesia travel destination in Bahasa, to eliminate the noise, then we use n-gram unigram and TF-IDF as feature extraction methods and use SVM algorithm for classification methods. The result is a prediction of dataset that is considered to be a positive or negative sentiment. From the test results obtained an accuracy of 85% which is considered good result. The positive sentiment recall value is 100% and negative sentiment recall value is 62.5%. The precision value for positive sentiment is 80% and precision value for negative sentiment is 100% which is good but we need to improve train data for positive sentiment to improve accuracy and precision.

In the future, we would like to improve the accuracy of our study by performing larger scale experiments by having larger data set and collect review from more website. We would also like to categorize each review into different categories suitable to travel needs such as weather, peak season, expected expenditure, hospitality, etc.
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